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convey their meanings to the "inside" of the other
person and they take the other person's meaning
"within" themselves. It is not just a mirrorJike
reflection. It is a wholehearted give and take. An
appropriate mental representation is the start of a
resonating communication. Thus, the value of a

trustworthy mental representation can be realized.
This first step of communication has been highly
achieved by the results of the scientific knowl-
edge. But total communication happens when this
mental representation is pointed at the potentially
resonating recipient. If this side of communication
is ignored, as it has been in the last three centuries,
the frustrationresults and the bestmentalrepresen-
tations of reality seem worthless andmeaningless'

Meaning of life is thus neither from outside nor
from inside, nor lost in mystic participation. The
meaning is inherent in the communication process

when our mental representation is focussed on the

potential recipients in nature or at other humaru'
After all, the challenge of our time is to find ways
to 'talk" to the stonesl

If whatNLP has developed about the commu-
nication between human beings is extended to the
commmication between the human beings and
nature, probably we can put an end [o the crisis of
meaning in the 2lst century. Finding out the

modes of communication, can help us to resonate

with plants, birds, the sea, etc. In my opinion, this
is the way to overcome the crisis of meaning.
Maybe communicating with nature is the final
frontier of the human consciousness.

One may argue about the relationships of the
other life-forms in nature. Is not their cruelty and
destruction inherent in nature even without the
humans? True that no species destroys its own
kind but they destroy others! What about the
control relationship between the domineering
animals and their prey? For example, lions attack-
ing donkeys! Are we supposed to accept these
relationships as inevitable? Are suchrelationships
the only way animals can survive in the world?

I think if it is true that humans may keep on
eating milk or fruits without destroying the animal
or plant, why cannot the same relationship be
possible foranimals orplans. Thenewhabitsmay
even change their genetic heritage, i.e., change
their "nature!" For example, everyone knows of

domestic cats who have leamed to live peacefully
with birds; or dogs who live peacefully with cas.
Such cases show that animals also have the poten-
tial of different kinds of relationships.

In my opinion, changes in the relationship of
humanbeings with each other andwithnaturemay
cause changes in the relationships of the other
species as well. I think the Life Era as elaborated
by Eric Chaissan [Life Era, 1988] may eventually
replace destructive development with harmonic
development in nature. If life is going to overcome
other forms of existence (i.e., energy or material
forms) in the ruriverse, it needs to develop to a
maturity of not destroying itself. In other words,
the meaning of life is defined within such a har-
monic cosmic picture.

A living cosmos with resonating relation'
ships of various life forms is what our species

deserves to have in the future. Our role in its
development and our place in such a cosmos
determiqes the meaning of our lives. The more
we can evolve personally and the more we can
contribute to the evolution of our sPecies and
other life-forms to such a cosmic excellence, the
more meaning rve will lind in our own individ-
uallives. * * *
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there are many individuals without first-hand meditation
experience who believe they "know" about meditation. I do
beiieve some of us still consider meditation as some kind of
Eastern fad. We treat it as something to be able to discuss
lightly over cocktails or desserts. Perhaps many of us never
haa the opportunity to explore meditation formally. There-
fore we aie unaware that we have been misinformed on the
subiect.

Here I would like to clarify possible misinformation and

and when Zen meditation started. The form of meditation known today as Zen Meditation
actually started in India during the lifetime of Siddhartha Shikyamuni. He was the one who
eventuh[ybecameBuddhaandthefounderofBuddhistreligion. Beforehefoundedtheprocess
of Buddhist meditation, he practiced almost every kind of yoga in his time. The reason that he

finally abandoned all yoga^practices was that he felt yoga *as a practice using a,deliberate,
..rr',*.i.rrr* mind effort io ooen uo the deeoer psvche of our minds. Oftentimes, such a practiceconscious mind effort to open up the deeper psyche of our minds. Oftentimes, such a practice
could lead to osvchic disorders. or "undesirable effects" if done without precautionary measure

mt ions. Meditation is a vast subject and there are

could lead to psychic disorders, or "undesirable effects" if done without Precautionary measure

of the practiti,oner. Due to this, he went on his own and developed the process known as Bud-
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